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Abstract. Missing tag detection is an important for many radio fre-
quency identification (RFID) systems. Most existing methods can only
work in relatively static systems, where there are no unknown tags enter-
ing the system. For highly dynamic RFID systems where tags move into
and out from the system frequently, it is challenging to identify missing
tags because of the interference from unknown tags. In this paper, we
propose a new time efficient protocol called HDMI to identify missing
tags in highly dynamic RFID systems. Our idea is to combine the index
of the replying slot and the bits replied by the tag to efficiently filter
out unknown tags and identify missing tags simultaneously. We theoret-
ically analyze how to set optimal parameters (e.g., frame length and bit
number replied by tags) to minimize the execution time while ensuring
the recognition accuracy of missing tags. Extensive experimental results
show that HDMI identify missing tags with a high accuracy rate, and
achieving higher efficiency than state-of-art solutions.

Keywords: Radio frequency identification · Missing tag
identification · Dynamic system · Time efficiency

1 Introduction

Radio frequency identification (RFID) has been extensively applied in warehouse
management [16], inventory control [10] and supply chain management [3]. An
RFID system usually consists of one or more readers and thousands of tags. The
tags are small and inexpensive and can be attached to almost every object with
a unique ID to identify the item. The reader is deployed with one or several
antennas to scan tags in the monitoring area via wireless communications. With
RFID technology, the tags can be monitored in nonline-of-sight manner and
several tags can be read simultaneously.

Missing tag detection and identification plays an important role in the RFID
applications. For example, consider a large storehouse in which there are tens of
thousands of goods labeled by RFID tags. We might want to know whether some
goods are lost and which good are lost because of thief or delivery. Thus how
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to monitor these tagged items by identifying the missing tags is a challenging
issue. A simple solution is to query all tags’ IDs one by one and verify which one
is missing. This method, while can find all the missing tags, is time-consuming
because most tags are actually not missing. Another method is to broadcast tag
ID one by one and identify missing tags by checking whether there are replies
from tags matching the broadcasted IDs. This method is not suitable for large
RFID systems that contains a large number of tags.

Existing solutions to missing tag identification always make each tag ran-
domly select a slot to return a 1-bit response which shows the tag’s existence
in each frame. When the reader receives data transmitted from the slot selected
by a tag, the reader knows that a tag is present and confirms that it is not
missing. Otherwise, if the reader does not receive data as expected, the tag
mapping to this slot is considered missing. However, existing missing tag iden-
tification protocols assume there are no unknown tags when performing missing
tag identification. In practice, tags might enter the system and leave the system
frequently. The newly entered tags will interfere with the identification process
of missing tags and thus will decrease accuracy of missing tag identification.

Recently there are few works considering the scenario where unknown tags and
missing tags co-exist in the RFID system [1,14]. They generally consist of two
phases. In the first phase, the reader deactivates the unknown tags. In the second
phase, most existing protocols on missing tag identification can be used to solve the
remaining issues. However, these protocols are time inefficient because they han-
dle unknown tags and missing tags separately. Moreover, the interference between
unknown tags and missing tags degrades accuracy in both phases.

In this paper, we propose a protocol to identify missing tags in a highly
dynamic RFID system in which unknown tags exist. The protocol combines
the tag’s replying slot location in the frame along with the bits information to
determine whether a tag is missing. The recognition and deactivation of unknown
tags can be done simultaneously with the identification of missing tags, without
the need of two phases as in previous works [1,14]. The main contributions of
this paper are as follows:

– We propose a novel method that can simultaneously recognize unknown tags
and missing tags. The idea is to combine both the tag’s replying slot location
in the frame and the tag’s replying bits to increase the ability to distinguish
different types of tags. With this method, missing tags are identified with
high accuracy and efficiency.

– We carry out theoretical analysis on how to optimize frame length and the
reply bits length to minimize the execution time under the condition of ensur-
ing the recognition accuracy of missing tags.

– We conduct extensive simulation experiments to evaluate the performance of
the proposed algorithm and make comparison with existing algorithms.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The related work is dis-
cussed in Sect. 2. The problem statement is introduced in Sect. 3, and we build the
system model. In Sect. 4, we propose our protocol, and then calculate the optimal
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parameters in theoretical analyses in Sect. 5. Finally, our protocol is simulated to
test the performance and summed up in Sect. 6 and Sect. 7 respectively.

2 Related Work

Tag identification, which is one of the most focus aspects in such areas as RFID,
is divided into two categories: ALOHA-based protocols [6,7,12] and tree-based
protocols [2,4,9]. Most existing missing or unknown tag identification methods
are often designed on the basis of ALOHA protocol. In ALOHA protocol, a
period of time few greater than sending a tag’s echoes is defined as a slot.
Several slots are combined into a frame. At the beginning of each frame, the
reader first broadcasts the frame size f and a random seed r to all tags in its
interrogating. Each tag computes s = H(ID, r) mod f to “randomly” select
only one slot to respond in a frame after it receives these parameter. If a tag
successfully establishes communication with the reader, it will keep silence in the
following frame. According to the listening condition of reader, the slots can be
divided into three types. If no tag responds in this slot, we call it empty slot. If
unique tag responds in this slot and communicates successfully, we call it single
slot. If more than one tag reply in this slot, we call it collision slot.

As for the issue of missing tag problem, the study in the missing tag problem
can be divided into two directions: missing tag detection and missing tag identi-
fication. When we just want to know if something is stolen, it is suitable to adopt
the missing tag detection scheme. Luo et al. [13] used multiple random seeds,
considering the balance between time-effectiveness and energy consumption, to
increase the single-slot probability to detect the existence of missing tag. Yu
et al. [15] used Bloom filters which have different lengths, considering the cir-
cumstance of multiple-group and multiple-region, to combine the responses from
the tags receiving different parameters in each region as a Group filter. Compared
with the pre-populated filter, the existence of missing tag can be detect.

If we try not only to judge the appearance of missing tag, but also to pick out
which tag is missing, the missing tag identification scheme will go into operation.
Li et al. [11] proposed a protocol to make the conflicting tags participate in
the reply probabilistically. In this way, the probability of collision slots could be
reduced. On the contrary, the chance of single slots increases. Liu et al. [5] applied
hash function to adjust some predicted 2-collision and 3-collision slots into single
slots in the additional vector, then the tags which are only precomputed on the
single slots respond message to reader.

In recent years, most studies focus on solving the topics mentioned above,
but these studies have a key limitation that the tag set always contains some
unexpected tags whose IDs we never know in reality. In view of the actual sit-
uation, few protocol was designed. Shahzad et al. [8] only paid attention to the
alteration of the predicted single slots to detect missing tag. Chen et al. [1] pro-
posed a solution including two phases. In the first phase, the reader listened in
the predicted empty slots to deactivate the unknown tags. In the second phase,
the reader listened in the predicted single slots to identify the missing tag. Simi-
larly, Yu et al. [14] utilized Bloom filter to complete the same tasks in two phases
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as well. However, with the increasing frequency of in and out warehousing, exist-
ing methods are inefficient or even cannot work. The missing tag identification
interfered by unknown tags is still a valuable research issue.

3 System Model and Problem Statement

3.1 System Model

We consider an RFID system consisting of three parts: an RFID reader, a back-
end server, and a large number of RFID tags. The background server is respon-
sible for coordinating the processing and analyzing the information received by
the reader. The reader broadcasts the parameters determined by the server to
the tags, and transmits the tag replies back to the server. The readers commu-
nicate with tags by using the frame slotted ALOHA protocol [12]. Tag might
move in and out from the system frequently. We assume that the background
server knows all original tags in the system, and will update the tag list after
each missing tag operation.

According to the states of tagged items, tags can be classified into three
categories: present tag, unknown tag, and missing tag. In the monitoring field,
the tag attached to the item that always exists in the system is called present
tag. The tag attached to the strange item newly added into the system is called
unknown tag. The tag attached to the item that has been taken out or lost from
the system is called missing tag.

3.2 Problem Formulation

Definition 1 (The missing tag identification problem). The current tags
set in the system is N ′. The original known tags set of the system is N0. Referring
to the system model mentioned above, there are present tags, missing tags and
unknown tags in the RFID system. Given a specified probability α from 0 to 1,
we need to identify the missing tag at least α ∗ Nm under the influence of the
appearance of an unknown tag, that is

Nm − M

Nm
≤ 1 − α, (1)

where Nm is the real number of missing tags in the system which is not known
in advance but can be roughly estimated by some estimation algorithms. And
M represents the number of missing tags actually identified by the reader. For
example, if we set the specified probability α to 0.9, while 1000 tags were really
lost in the system, only 100 missing tags are allowed to be misidentified on
average.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the solution.

4 Protocol Design

4.1 Design Overview

Our proposed protocol HDMI judges the category of a tag by means of slot
position and reply Key together. Without divided into two phases, the missing
tags can be quickly identified without the interference of unknown tags in a
frame. If the tag should reply RN16, a hash function P = H(id, r) mod 2l is
used to generate random bits which can be predicted. We define the random
bits as the reply Key of the tag, whose total number is marked as L. The figure
of random bits is called the reply Key length, which is marked as l. Hence L = 2l.
By the replied Key, some expected single slots and some expected collision slots
can be able to participate in missing tag identification.

At the beginning, we predict the echoed slot and calculate the reply Keys of
the initial known tags. Then the reader starts to query the tags and collects the
reply Keys from all interrogated tag. First, some missing tags and unknown tags
can be easily distinguish by comparison of pre-single slot and pre-empty slot like
the previous works. Then, the remaining unidentified tags can be differentiated
by contrasting the slot reply Key set. Finally, all tags are differentiated so that
all the missing tags are identified. The details will be given in the next section.

For example, as shown in the Fig. 1, the known tag t4 should have reply in
the fourth slot but it has been lost. Unfortunately, an unknown tag u2 responds
actually in the fourth slot. As we all know, a 1-bit reply can not solve this
case, but this situation can be solved easily when each tag has its own Key.
It is evident from the Fig. 1 that the known tag t4 holds the Key 3 while the
unknown tag u2 holds the distinct Key 1. When the reader expects to receive a
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Key 3 but actually receives a Key 1, it can immediately judge that the actual
reply Key replied by an unknown tag and the initial known tag t4 is missing.

This method can also identify missing tags even when multiple tags are
expected to reply in a certain slot but only one tag actually participates in
the reply. A typical example is given in Fig. 1, the initial known tag t1, t2 all
choose to reply in the first slot but only the tag t1 replies in the first slot actu-
ally. If all the tags reply a 1-bit, this case can’t be found at all. When each tag
has a Key, all the tags’ Keys which expected to reply in a certain slot can be
known by the initial known tags. After comparing the actual reply Key with all
the expected Keys, the category of the tag can be confirmed. As we can see, the
known tag t1 holds Key 2 and the known tag t2 holds Key 1. When the Key 2
is actually received, it is compared with the expected Key 1 and Key 2. We can
find that the actual reply Key 2 is replied by the known tag t1 and the known
tag t2 has been lost.

4.2 Detail Description

In this section, we describe the details of the proposed protocol HDMI. And an
example is given later.

Firstly, the system backend server generates the required parameters includ-
ing the random seed r1 which used to calculate the slot reply position in the
frame of a round, and the random seed r2 which used to calculate reply Keys
held by the tags, combining the frame size f and the reply Key length l.
Then the system server predicts the slot positions of all the known tags in a
frame based on Si = H(id, r1) mod f , and infers the reply Key of each tag
from Pi = H(id, r2) mod 2l. Associating with slot position and reply Key, the
expected reply slot set E of a round is completed. If a expected reply slot selected
by no tag, it is recorded as 0 in the expected reply slot set, i.e. E[i] = {0}.

Secondly, the reader broadcasts the same parameters r1, r2, f , l which was
used to generate the expected reply slot set E to the known tags. At this
moment, only the tags existing the coverage area can receive the parameters
broadcast by the reader. With the parameters r1, r2, f , l, each tag performs
Si = H(id, r1) mod f as its reply slot position and Pi = H(id, r2) mod 2l to
determine its reply Key. Then the reader starts the slot signal at the beginning
of each slot, and the tag determines whether replies in this slot according to
the value of the counter where its slot position number is stored. If the counter
value is not zero, the tag does not reply, storing the value subtracting 1 and
waiting for the next slot signal. When the counter value of the tag is zero, the
tag replies to the calculated reply Key. The reader receives reply Key in each
slot. According to receive actual reply Key in each slot, the real reply slot set
R can be formed. When no reply Key of the tag is received in a slot, the slot
is an empty slot and we sign the reply slot set of this slot as 0, i.e. R[i] = {0}.
When only one reply Key is received in a slot which is a single slot, the reply
Key can be clearly read, i.e. R[i] = {Key L}. When multiple reply Keys are
received in a slot which becomes a collision time slot, the reader cannot clearly
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distinguish several reply Keys and we sign the reply slot set of this slot as X,
i.e. R[i] = {X}.

Finally, by comparing every reply slot set of the actual reply slot set R[i] and
the expected reply slot set E[i], the missing tags will be identified. The compared
results between E[i] and R[i] are listed as follow:

– C1:E[i] = {0}/E[i] = {Key Li}/E[i] = {Key 1, ... ,
Key Li}, R[i] = {0}: There should be one or more known tags replying in
this slot but no reply is received. Most previous works identify the missing
tags through this situation, of course, our protocol HDMI can also identify
the missing tags in this situation.

– C2:E[i] = {Key Li}/E[i] = {Key 1, ... ,Key Li}, R[i] = {Key Lri}: In this
case, our proposed HDMI can use these slots to identify the missing tags. If
E[i] = {Key Li}, R[i] = {Key Lri}, it means a known tag should reply in
this slot and a reply is actually received in this slot. Then we compare the
expected Key with the actual Key received by the reader. There will be two
possible identification results. One is that the tag replying in this slot is a
present tag while the expected Key Li is equal to the actual Key Lri. The
other is that the tag actually replying in this slot is a unknown tag and the
tag which holds the expected Key Li in this slot is missing while the expected
Key Li is not equal to the actual Key Lri. If E[i] = {Key 1, ... ,Key Li},
R[i] = {Key Lri}, it means more than one known tags should reply in this
slot and a reply is actually received in this slot. There will also be two possible
identification results. One is that the tag replying in this slot is a present tag
while the actual Key Lri is equal to one of the expected Key Li. The other
is that the tag actually replying in this slot is a unknown tag and all the
known tags which expected to reply in this slot are missing while there is no
expected Key Li equaling to the actual Key Lri.

– C3:E[i] = {Key Li}/E[i] = {Key 1, ... ,Key Li}, R[i] = {X}: There should
be one or more known tags replying in this slot but multiple tags actually
reply in this slot so that no Key can be read. Therefore, the tags replying in
this slot can not be identified and will continue to participate in reply in the
next frame.

– C4:E[i] = {0}, R[i] = {Key Lri}/R[i] = {X}: None of the known tags should
reply in this slot but some Keys are received in the slot actually. These must
be the Keys of the unknown tags. So, in this case, no missing tag will be
identified. In contrast, the unknown tags can be easily distinguished in this
slot.

5 Parameter Optimization

5.1 Setting the Key Length l

In this section, we discuss how to set Key length l for each round to achieve
the required identification accuracy. For selecting the same slot, each known tag
can be completely distinguished only if their Keys are different. Assume that
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for the ith slot, k tags are expected to choose to reply l-length Key in this slot
simultaneously. That being the case, L = 2l is all the kinds of Keys which a tag
may hold. Let pn=k be the probability that a reply Key is different from others.
Then

pn=k =
L

L
· L − 1

L
· · · L − k + 1

L
=

Ak
L

Lk
(2)

For the ith slot, where a new tag replies in reality and one of expected tags is
missing, the unknown tag can be successfully recognized with the different Key
from all the other expected Keys instead of being mistaken for the expected tag
that has been lost. As a result, the missing tag can be correctly identified. So the
probability puk that the missing tag can be recognized considering the presence
of the unknown is

puk = pn=k · L − k

L
=

Ak
L

Lk
· L − k

L

=
L

L
· L − 1

L
· · · L − k + 1

L
· L − k

L
=

Ak+1
L

Lk+1

(3)

which needs to be greater than the specified probability value α, i.e. puk ≥ α.
With the Stirling Formula n! ≈ √

2πn(n
e )n =

√
2πne−n · nn, we can get

L ≥ (2 ln α − 1)N0

2 ln α · f
(4)

where L = 2l is all the possible Keys for a tag in this round. Furthermore,
assume that the number of original known tags is N0 and the frame size is f in
this round, there are k = N0

f excepted tags responding in each slot on average.

5.2 Determining the Optimal Frame Size f

In this section, we discuss how to set frame length f for each round to achieve the
best efficiency. For the sake of analysis, we assume that the number of present
tags is denoted as Ns, with the number of missing tags is Nm and the number
of unknown tags is Nu. Also, the number of original known tags is denoted as
N0, the frame size is f and the reply Key size is l, hence the possible Keys are
L = 2l.

Firstly, we discuss the execution time of a round. Let ρ = N0
f , the proba-

bility of the empty slot p0, the single slot probability p1, and the collision slot
probability p2 are respectively given by

p0 = (1 − 1
f

)N0 = e−ρ (5)

p1 =
N0

f
· (1 − 1

f
)N0−1 = ρ · e−ρ (6)

p2 = 1 − p0 − p1 = 1 − (1 + ρ) · e−ρ (7)
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When the transmission rate is 62.5 Kbps, referring to the EPC C1G2 speci-
fication, the time costs of empty slot, single slot and collision slot are

t0 = 182.5µs, t1 = tc = (182.5 + 16l) µs (8)

Therefore, the total execution time of a round ttotal is:

ttotal = f · p0 · t0 + f · p1 · t1 + f · p2 · tc

= f · {t0 · e−ρ + (t0 + 16l) · ρ · e−ρ

+ (t0 + 16l) · [
1 − (1 + ρ) · e−ρ

]}
= f · (

t0 + 16l − 16l · e−ρ
)

(9)

Secondly, we discuss the number of tags that can be identified in a round.
According to the protocol, when the actual reply slot is a collision slot, all the
corresponding tags in this slot can not be identified. Let event A be k excepted
tags choosing a slot to reply their Keys and event B be the number of tags
which actually reply their Keys in this slot. Thus the probability that tags in a
slot are not identified is

P{B ≥ 2, A = k} = (1 − P{B = 0|A = k}
− P{B = 1|A = k}) · P{A = k} (10)

Let the probability of losing a tag be P k
m = Nm

N0
, k excepted tags in this slot

are all missing, hence

P{B = 0|A = k} = P k
m · (1 − 1

f
)Nu = (

Nm

N0
)k · (1 − 1

f
)Nu (11)

Let the probability of present tag in this slot be P k
s = Ns

N0
, According to

the protocol described above, when a reply Key is actually received from a tag,
either an unknown tag appears with the k missing tags, or only one known tag
exists with k − 1 missing tags. Hence

P{B=1|A=k} = P k
m · 1

f
(1− 1

f
)Nu−1 · C1

Nu + Ck−1
k P k−1

m Ps(1− 1
f

)Nu

= (
Nm

N0
)k · Nu · 1

f
(1 − 1

f
)Nu−1 + k · (

Nm

N0
)k−1 · Ns

N0
· (1 − 1

f
)Nu

(12)

And substituting P{A = k} = Ck
N0

· ( 1
f )k(1− 1

f )N0−k with Eq. (17) and (18)
into Eq. (16), the probability that the missing tag can not be identified in this
slot pk is:

pk = P{B ≥ 2, A = k} = (1 − P{B = 0|A = k}
− P{B = 1|A = k}) · P{A = k}

= Ck
N0

· (
1
f
)k(1 − 1

f
)N0−k · {1−(

Nm

N0
)k(1− 1

f
)Nu · [1+k · Ns

Nm
− Nu

1−f
]}

(13)
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Since the quantity of tags mapped to this slot k is between 1 and N0. There-
fore, the expected unidentified tags in this slot become

∑N0
k=1 k ·pk, the expected

number of unidentified tags in this round is:

E(Q) = f ·
N0∑

k=1

k · pk = f ·
N0∑

k=1

k · Ck
N0

(
1
f

)k(1 − 1
f

)
N0−k

· {1−(
Nm

N0
)k(1 − 1

f
)Nu · [1+k · Ns

Nm
− Nu

1 − f
]}

(14)

Because f � 1, the Eq. 20 can be turned into

E(Q) = f ·
N0∑

k=1

k · pk = f ·
N0∑

k=1

k · Ck
N0

(
1
f

)k(1 − 1
f

)
N0−k

· {1−(
Nm

N0
)k(1− 1

f
)Nu · [1 + k · Ns

Nm
+

Nu

f
]}

(15)

Then the number of identified tags is N0 − E(Q).
Finally, by the total time and the identified tags number in a round, the time

average identifying one tag η is give by:

η =
ttotal

N0 − E(Q)
=

ttotal

N0 − f ·
N0∑

k=1

k · pk

=
f · (t0 + 16l − 16l · e−ρ)

N0 − f ·
N0∑

k=1

k · pk

=
t0 + 16l − 16l · e−ρ

ρ −
N0∑

k=1

k · pk

(16)

Substituting Eq. (21) into Eq. (22) gives:

η =
(t0+16l)·e

(
Nu+Ns

N0
−2·

Ns

N2
0

)·ρ
−16l·e

(
Nu+Ns−N0

N0
−2·

Ns

N2
0

)·ρ

ρ +
Nm

N2
0

[
(Nu+Ns)− 2Ns

N0
− N2

s

NmN0

]
·ρ2−NuNsNm

N4
0

·ρ3
(17)

In order to minimize the execution time to achieve the best efficiency, we want to
get the average time of identifying one tag η as short as possible. In addition, the
high efficiency not only to be met in the process of the missing tag identification,
but it is also necessary to ensure the accuracy of the identification. To achieve
the required accuracy, we refer to Eq. (7) and an equation is used for subsequent
analysis as follows:

2l =
(2 ln α − 1)N0

2 ln α · f
(18)

Due to ρ = N0
f , the length of reply Key in this round is given by

l = log2

(
(2 ln α − 1) · ρ

2 ln α

)
(19)
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Fig. 2. Impact of the required identification accuracy on the performance of total
execution time, where N0 = 10000 and the number of missing tags and unknown tags
are set to (a) Nm = Nu = 1000, (b) Nm = Nu = 5000, (c) Nm = Nu = 9000.

Therefore, by substituting Eq. (25) into Eq. (23), a linear equation with one
unknown equation for ρ, η can be obtained. Then, we just need to find out the
minimal value of η to get the optimal frame size f .

6 Performance Evaluation

We evaluate the performance of the proposed HDMI algorithm and compare it
with state-of-the-art solutions, including ERMI [1] and SFMTI [5]. Meanwhile,
we also compare HDMI with two straightforward solutions: the first collects all
the tags’ ID by using the DFSA protocol and the second broadcasts all tag IDs
one by one. We call the former DFSA and the latter one BP.

When evaluating the performance of different algorithms, we consider the
following parameters: (1) the missing tag identification accuracy α; (2) the ratio
of missing tags and unknown tags in the system; (3) the total number of tags in
the system. For each parameter setting, we repeat the simulation experiment 20
times and report the averaged data over the 20 experiments.

6.1 The Impact of Required Identification Accuracy α

In this subsection, we investigate the performance of total execution time under
different required identification accuracy α. We set the number of the initially
known tags as 10000, i.e. N0 = 10000. We consider three scenarios: (a) the low-
dynamic scenario where Nm = Nu = 1000; (b) the median-dynamic scenario
where Nm = Nu = 5000; (c) the highly-dynamic scenario where Nm = Nu =
9000. In these tag dynamic case, we obtain the total execution time with different
required identification accuracy α, i.e., when α = 0.9, α = 0.99, α = 0.999, α =
0.9999 respectively.

Figure 2 shows the identification time in three different scenarios for different
α. It can be observed that HDMI consumes less time than all other algorithms
except SFMTI when α becomes larger. Actually, HDMI significantly outperforms
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Fig. 3. Impact of the number of unknown tags on the performance of total execution
time, where N0 = 10000, α = 0.9999 and the number of missing tags are set to
(a) Nm = 1000, (b) Nm = 5000, (c) Nm = 9000.

ERMI by reducing total time nearly 50%. SFMTI uses least time and its execu-
tion time is not affected by α. However, as to be discussed in the next section,
SFMTI cannot satisfy the required identification accuracy. A large portion of
missing tags cannot be detected by SFMTI.

6.2 The Impact of the Number of Unknown Tags

In this subsection, we investigate the total execution time under different
unknown tag ratios. We set the number of initially known tags to 10000,
i.e. N0 = 10000. We also set required identification accuracy to 0.9999, i.e.
α = 0.9999. First, for the low-dynamic case, we set the missing tag ratios to 10

Figure 3 shows the total execution time in the three different number of miss-
ing tags for changing number of unknown tags. In three cases, with the increase
of unknown tags, the execution time of most protocols is gradually increasing.
Only the total execution time of BP and SFMTI is still unchanged. This is
because the execution time of the BP is only related to the number of initial
known tags as described in the previous section. The number of initial known
tags remains unchanged, so does the execution time. As for the SFMTI protocol,
since it does not consider the existence of unknown tags, the change of unknown
tags’ number has little effect on its execution time. What’s more, Fig. 3(c) illus-
trates that our proposed protocol HDMI is able to better identify the missing
tags in the case of higher and higher tag dynamic environment. Compared with
the latest method ERMI, our method has shortened the execution time by more
than half in this case.

What needs to be explained here is that more and more tags are missing, fewer
and fewer tags are actually in the coverage of the reader within the same number of
unknown tags. So it takes the less time for DFSA to identify the tags in the current
reader range, which is why the execution time of DFSA in the highly-dynamic case
is getting shorter and shorter. As can be seen in Fig. 3(c), the execution time is even
less than ERMI when the number of unknown tags is 0.
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Fig. 4. Impact of the number of missing tags on the performance of total execution
time, where N0 = 10000, α = 0.9999 and the number of unknown tags are set to
(a) Nu = 1000, (b) Nu = 5000, (c) Nu = 9000.

Similarly, the SFMTI silences or identifies tags based on the 1-bit reply from
without distinguishing the unknown tags. Many unknown tags are silenced as
the identified present tags, which causes the missing tags can not be found out
accurately. Thus, its identification accuracy is far from the required identification
accuracy α, which will be proved in the following section.

6.3 The Impact of the Number of Missing Tags

In this subsection, we investigate the performance of total execution time under
different missing tag ratios. The number of initially known tags is set to 10000
as before, i.e. N0 = 10000. The required identification accuracy is still 0.9999,
i.e. α = 0.9999. In the three tag dynamic cases, we set the unknown tag ratios
to three ratios of the initial known tags, which is 0.1, 0.5, 0.9 respectively, hence
Nu = 1000, Nu = 5000, Nu = 9000. Then we vary the number of missing tags
Nu from 1000 to 9000 to get the total execution time.

Figure 4 shows the total execution time in the three cases of unknown tags
with changing number of missing tags. With the increase of missing tags, the
execution time of HDMI, ERMI, DFSA are gradually declining. The DFSA needs
to identify all tags in the coverage of the reader currently. The more tags are
missing, the fewer tags exist in the area, so the execution time of DFSA varies
greatly. Moreover, with the increasing number of missing tags, HDMI can achieve
better efficiency than ERMI and DFSA. Even our HDMI’s total execution time
is less than all the other protocols when Nm is 9000 and Nu is 1000.

What’s more, the total execution time of BP and SFMTI are still unchange.
The number of initial known tags remains unchanged, so the execution time of
the BP remains unchanged. In SFMTI protocol, it identifies the missing tags
by the slot position of each known tags, so its execution time almost remains
unchanged with the fixed number of initial known tags. Similarly, the SFMTI’s
identification accuracy does not meet the required identification accuracy α, even
if it often has the least time.
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Fig. 5. Impact of the initial known tags N0 on the performance of total execution
time, where α = 0.9999 and the number of missing tags and unknown tags are set to
(a) Nm = Nu = 0.1 ∗ N0, (b) Nm = Nu = 0.5 ∗ N0, (c) Nm = Nu = 0.9 ∗ N0.

6.4 The Impact of the Number of Initial Known Tags

In this subsection, we investigate the performance of total execution time under
different number of initial known tags. We set the number of missing tags Nm

equal the number of unknown tags Nu, which is Nm = Nu = 0.1N0, Nm = Nu =
0.5N0, Nm = Nu = 0.9N0 respectively. And the number of initially known tags
N0 varies from 10000 to 50000. The required identification accuracy α is 0.9999.

Figure 5 shows the total execution time of all protocols when Nm = Nu =
0.1N0, Nm = Nu = 0.5N0, Nm = Nu = 0.9N0 respectively. With the increas-
ing number of initially known tags, the execution time of all the protocols is
gradually increasing. In these case, both the total number of initial tags N0 and
the total number of current tags N ′ are increasing, so the execution time of BP
and DFSA is getting longer. In particular, our HDMI protocol is more efficient
than ERMI, BP and DFSA in the low-dynamic case, the higher-dynamic case
and the highly-dynamic case. Especially, the efficiency of HDMI has obvious
advantages in the highly-dynamic case. Although SFMTI consumes little time,
its identification accuracy does not satisfy α,which will be explained in the next
section.

6.5 False Positive Tags

In this subsection, we investigate the performance of the number of false positive
tags to study the identification accuracy of the protocols. The BP and DFSA
can identify the missing tags by the ID, so their identification accuracy can reach
100%. Next, we will not study the accuracy of these two protocols, but discuss
the accuracy of the other three protocols.

Figure 6 shows the number of false positive tags which is identified incorrectly
when α = 0.9999, Nm = Nu = 0.1N0, Nm = Nu = 0.5N0 and Nm = Nu = 0.9N0

respectively. It can be clearly seen that the SFMTI identifies a large number of
false positive tags in the three dynamic cases. From 6(a) and (b), the HDMI
and ERMI can meet the identification accuracy α in the low-dynamic case and
the higher-dynamic case. However, as can be seen in 6(c), the false positive tags
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Fig. 6. Impact of the initial known tags N0 on the performance of the number of false
positive tags, where α = 0.9999 and the number of missing tags and unknown tags are
set to (a) Nm = Nu = 0.1 ∗ N0, (b) Nm = Nu = 0.5 ∗ N0, (c) Nm = Nu = 0.9 ∗ N0.

of ERMI can not meet the requirements in the highly-dynamic case. Only our
HDMI can identify the missing tags under the identification accuracy in the
highly-dynamic case.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, based on the high-dynamic RFID system, where missing tags,
unknown tags, and present tags coexist, we propose a protocol HDMI to identify
missing tags with high accuracy and efficiency, which maximizes the use of tag
reply slot information without the interference of the unknown tags. The core
is identifying a tag by the slot reply position with the reply Key. This paper
also discuss the optimal frame length f and reply Key length l. Furthermore,
we implemented our HDMI to evaluate its performance. Our proposed protocol
HDMI can make a great contribution to the convenience of logistics monitoring
in practical high-dynamic RFID scenarios.
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